Interchangeable between International Space Station and Lunar missions. ssions. ♦ ♦ Launch probability not less than 95% due to natural environments Launch probability not less than 95% due to natural environments and and monthly weather conditions, during the period beginning with the monthly weather conditions, during the period beginning with the decision decision to load cryogenic propellants and ending with the close of the d to load cryogenic propellants and ending with the close of the day ay--of of--launch window for the initial planned attempt. launch window for the initial planned attempt. ♦ ♦ Probability of launching, beginning with decision to load cryoge Probability of launching, beginning with decision to load cryogenic nic propellants, of not than 98% (excluding weather). propellants, of not than 98% (excluding weather). ♦ ♦ Minimize launch pad processing time such that the Ares I is read Minimize launch pad processing time such that the Ares I is ready for y for launch within 7 days from arrival at the launch pad. launch within 7 days from arrival at the launch pad.
♦ ♦ Capable of a 24
Capable of a 24--hour turnaround following a launch scrub for a minimum hour turnaround following a launch scrub for a minimum of 7 consecutive days to support the 7 of 7 consecutive days to support the 7--day lunar launch window. day lunar launch window. 
